Assignment 3
Subject: G.K
Class V ABC
Date: 16th October ,2020

Instructions : The following work is to be done in your G.K Text
books.Please do the work carefully.
Chapter 24: Saint Teresa of Kolkata[Page 35]
Read the given information on the life of Mother Teresa carefully .
Quiz Time : Tick the correct answers
1. Who wrote the official biography of Mother Teresa? Navin Chawla
2. In which year was Mother Teresa honoured with the Nobel Prize for Peace?
1979
3. Which of the following is not true about Mother Teresa? Accepted traditional
Nobel Honour Banquet.

Chapter 25: Gesture communication [Page 36]
Look at the gestures and write them in the given blanks: Learn what these gestures
Signify:
1. Salute
2. Shaking hands
3. V Sign
4. Thumbs up
5. Fingers crossed
6. Thumbs down

Chapter 26: Stay Healthy[Page 37]
1. This helps remove toxins from the body. Drinking this when it is not clean causes
many diseases like typhoid and jaundice: Drinking clean water
2. This helps you get important nutrients and fibres necessary for the body, to work
properly and become healthy. Eating fruits and vegetables.
3. Doing this after using the washroom and before or after taking meals help
prevent diseases. Washing hands
4. This keeps your mind free from worries and makes you happy and healthy. No
stress.
5. It relaxes the mind and body and helps you become alert. Taking rest

Chapter 28: Metro System [Page 39]
Name the given metro systems by their descriptions.
1. This metro system has the fastest speed train in the world: Guangzhou Metro
2. It is the longest driverless metro network in the world: Dubai Metro
3. It is the first and oldest metro system in the world: London Underground
4. This metro system has the largest number of stations in the world: New York City
Subway.
Quiz Time: Tick the correct answers
1. The world’s longest metro route: 940km
2. Paris Metro has the : Densest Metro System
3. Which of the following is the world’s busiest metro system? Beijing Subway
4. Which of the following is also known as the underground palace? Moscow
Metro

Chapter 29: Banned in Countries [Page 40]
1. This country has imposed a ban on the import and sale of chewing gum. There is
a fine of $ 500 [ Rs 3300] for spitting out gum on the streets: Singapore
2. This island in Italy has imposed a ban on wearing slippers and sandals that make
loud noise: Capri
3. This country has imposed a ban on western hairstyles like ponytails and spikes for
male: Iran
4. This the first school to ban school corporal punishment: Sweden
5. In this country online video games are banned between midnight and 6:00 am for
children under the age of 16 to curb gaming addiction: South Korea
6. This country has banned baby walkers as study shows that it causes delay in
motor developments among babies: Canada
7. This country has banned advertising on television during holidays on Christmas,
Easter and Good Friday: New Zealand
8. In this country one of its cities, Sao Paulo has banned big advertising boards
because they distract public and cause accidents: Brazil
9. This is the first country to ban plastic bags: Bangladesh
10. The government here has banned yellow coloured clothing because it was the
colour of certain opposition: Malaysia
11. In this country the government does not allow their citizens to go to casinos[
gambling houses]. Here casinos are for foreigners only : Monaco
12. This is the only country in Asia where cultivation, harvesting, production and sale
of harmful tobacco products are banned: Bhutan
Quiz Time: Tick the correct answer
1. Japan
2. Ketchup in school canteen
3. North Korea
4. Saudi Arabia
******************************************************************

